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our values – 
the moral fibre which 
guides our culture
CONSTANT LEARNING
MUTUAL RESPONSIBILITY
COMPASSION
SENSE OF POSSIBILITY



While we know this was a time of immense difficulty 
and challenge, there are lessons we can all learn 
from our experiences to improve education for all 
moving forward. 

Our kids were, and are, resilient. They’ve shown us 
this! The next time you go to carry your child’s bag, 
find their lost pencil or finish their sentence, stop 
and give them a chance to solve their own problem. 
The next time you think it might to be too hard to 
get them to do something, just remember, they 
managed to find their way onto Zoom meetings, 
video record their reflections and post them online 
and submit their work digitally via See Saw or 
Google Classroom without having EVER been shown 
how.

This period of time has panned out differently for 
each family. Some have been working and teaching 
their own children remotely, some have been caring 
for family or relatives and trying to balance work 
responsibilities and many have had the chance to 
work with their children in different ways. You’ve 
told us how you’ve affirmed your child’s strengths 
and made new discoveries about them as a learner. 
We really valued the opportunity this experience 
gave us to experience our school in new ways. 
Seeing the staff create their online videos, hearing 
the students reflect on their learning in their own 
videos or having the oversight to be able to read 
and see all their work at the click of a button was 
certainly something we are not usually able to do 
with such ease! 

The return to school will be just as big a transition 
as the one to remote learning – maybe even bigger. 
We’ll approach it with the same gusto, enthusiasm 
and sense of possibility that we do everything else. 
We are sure once all our kids are back (in just over 
a week), things will again feel more normal than 
they have for quite a while. We’ve all stepped up 
and done what we needed to do to get by and to 
support one another during this time. As we return, 
we know that will continue.

Thank you for being there during this time for your 
kids, our staff and both of us. 

What a wonderful community we have and one we 
are both very proud to lead.

See you soon,

Trevor and Marg. 

LE NOTIZIE 

DI TREVOR                                         
This week we 

noticed that our senior 
turf has grass beginning to 

grow through it. Lucky we have kids 
back on site or we may have actually 
had to mow our fake grass!!
Our school looked and felt a little different on Tuesday 
morning. Drink taps taped off with caution tape, 
a myriad of signage on all the gates signalling a 
change in our usual welcoming community and the 
new habit of students lining up for hand sanitiser as 
they enter and exit the buildings. 

Despite these changes, the most important aspects 
of our community still felt the same. Smiles of joy 
and chatter from the kids, excited to be back were 
matched by smiles of joy from families, also excited 
for the kids to be back. We noticed the glimmer of 
relief in the eyes of some families too – an almost 
certain happiness in handing back the role of 
educator to our BSPS staff.

Normality resumed quickly and the quiet in our 
buildings and playground already seems like a 
things of the past. There were some quiet moments 
of reflection for those who were on site during this 
time and a chance to hear the sounds you don’t 
normally hear at school. The birds, the hum of 
traffic on Brunswick Road and – in case you were 
wondering – the  low battery noise on the NBN box 
in the staff room which goes off every 15 minutes 
exactly.

What an incredible journey we made, moving 
to where we are today and finding our rhythm 
as quickly as we did. Collectively, we were able 
to work and learn with and from each other to 
transform the face of learning in our school. 
To make such a shift in such a short time was 
something truly remarkable and evidence of the 
work we’ll do to support all learners in our school. 
We’re keen to capture these thoughts while they 
are still fresh in our minds and have planned time 
next week to work with staff and capture this 
evidence. We’ll also do the same for our families. 
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YEARS 3/4
Scrittura – Italiano

The Dinosaur Awards were held on Friday 15th 
May 2020, to celebrate everyone’s efforts in 
Italian writing, Giselle and Francesca chose the 
most creative, terrifying and original dinosaur 
descriptions. We were super proud of all students’ 
hard work, it was really hard to choose only 2 
people per group.

Here are the winners for Alberobello and Brindisi:

We have been writing 100 word stories, a micro-
story. Packing in a hook at the start, an exciting 
middle and a twist in the ending. Belle Chadwick 
has made a great start to her story and is working 
on editing this piece.

One day I went to Egypt and I set up camp by the 
sandy banks of the Nile River. Five days went by 
then I went on a boat. Then something pushed me 
off the boat. The skipper kept going, they didn’t 
know I had fallen off. The current swept me away 
very quickly. That’s when I realised there was blood 
coming out of me. I looked under water - there was 
something there! And then there was a loud sound. 
SNAP, SNAP, SNAP! Ouch! It felt like my chest 
wasn’t even on my body.  Then that’s when…..

“Belle, come for dinner”.  

Puglia 3/4 students making chocolate ripple 
cake on zoom.



Reconciliation week got off to a great start, with 
our 3/4 students showing great maturity and 
understanding through their thoughtful answers of 
what reconciliation means to them. 

We had great fun extending our unit on 'dinosauri' 
to Matematica, when we made dinosaur footprints 
and calculated the length of our dinosaurs. 

In 3/4 we were making our own terrarium 
ecosystems and creating an online gallery on Padlet 
to share our amazing work with each other.

Crazy kitty, the detective & the mystery in 
the haunted house!!!

A detective was walking down the street when a 
servant came running towards him. “Detective, 
detective, there’s something strange happening at 
crazy kitty’s castle!” “Really? I’ll be there ASAP” 
said the curious detective. 

When the detective got to the castle he said, “What 
seems to be the problem?”.  “Some of the guests 
are missing,” said the frightened servant. Crazy 
kitty appeared. “Calm down, they’ll be okay” she 
said. “Let’s get some sleep, it’s getting late”. 

During the night the detective was dragged across 
the room. “That's strange”, thought the detective. 
Then Crazy Kitty knocked on the door. “Detective! 
Everybody is missing!”. Suddenly crazy kitty fell 
asleep and started snoring, sucking everything in 
the room up into her and dragging the detective 
closer! “Wake up!” screamed the detective. Crazy 
kitty woke up and vomited everybody out of her 
mouth! Mystery solved.

Henry Byron



PE NEWS

RUN FOR YOUR SCHOOL IN THE GREAT 
AUSTRALIAN CROSS COUNTRY CHALLENGE! 
www.gaccc.com.au

How to enter:

 � 1.Go to the GACC web page.

 � 2.Complete registration for individual age 
group, create your own password (not BSPS)

 � 3.Chose Team and find Brunswick South PS 
from drop down menu

 � 4.Enter “none” for House – we don’t have 
school houses

 � 5.Donation is optional – you can skip this step

 � 6.Enter promo code BSPS then check out. 

The school has purchased a team entry, there 
is no charge for BSPS students and families.

Brunswick South PS has signed up for The 
Great Australian Cross Country Challenge and 
we are encouraging all of our students to get 
involved! It’s optional, no one has to, but it will 
be a lot of fun! With our school cross country 
event postponed due to the COVID isolation 
restrictions, this new competition will enable 
you to race solo or with a friend and record 
your results virtually! 

Foundation and year 1, 1km

Years 2 – 6, 2km

Adults 5km Parents can get involved too!

Registration is FREE with our PROMO CODE, 
BSPS 

Students who register can win ASICS sporting 
gear or vouchers and will enjoy the benefits 
of keeping fit and staying connected to other 
students during isolation 

Starting May 15, you can run once, or as many 
times as you like - it's like 100 fun runs in 1! 
By simply uploading your results post run/

walk, and can compare yourselves to others 
around your school, community, region, state 
and even aim to secure the coveted Australia 
Cross Country Challenge Championship! 

What are you waiting for? Get registered and 
racing today! 

WHAT IS THE GACCC? 

GACCC is a national Cross-Country Event that 
encourages all runners and walkers to compete 
against each other and have fun whilst doing 
it! After just 48 hours post launch, we already 
have over 23,000 participants registered! 
Check out what all the fuss is about and get 
around GACCC!

Find out more » 

YOUR STUDENT RESOURCE GUIDE 

A guide has been created explain the steps 
to registering your individual profile, how to 
record and upload your running results and 
how to view and compare your stats to other 
competitors. We hope you find this helpful 
although if you need help please talk to XXXX 
(Insert teacher name) 

LINK TO STUDENT GUIDE 

Please contact Rachel if you need any more 
information.



STEM 
The Grade 5/6 students have been busily 
working away on the games they are 
developing about the plight of a threatened 
species.  Some students are coding their 
games using the Scratch programing language, 
whilst others are designing and constructing a 
board game.  The students have being putting 
heaps of effort into this project and have really 
challenged themselves to think creatively 
and learn new skills.  The games are looking 
amazing.!! I can’t wait to play them and get 
those poor little threatened species over the 
finish line! 



This term, the Grade 3/4 students are 
investigating  the different materials in their 
recycling bin. They have investigated the 
properties of different plastics and sorted them 
into types based on their specific recycling 
number.  They have also compared the 
strength of plastic and cardboard/paper by 
making identical bridges out of each material 
and then testing the strength of each bridge 
with weights (in this case tins of food).  Last 
week, the students surveyed their own toy 
collections to see what materials their toys 
were comprised of.  They reflected on how they 
felt about the amount of plastic they owned by 
setting up a ‘toy  scene’  which explored both 
the good and bad elements of plastic toys. 



Recreating Famous Artworks

Grade 5/6

All around the world people in isolation have been 
recreating portraits from Art History using things 
found around the home for costumes and props

The Process

 � RESEARCH portraits that you might be able to 
recreate

 � PLANNING and PREP by drawing a rough sketch

 � The SHOOT 

Salvador Dali with ocelot friend at St Regis 
1965 Photo by Roger Higgins

ART 

Rene Magritte, The Son of a Man 1964

    Leonardo da Vinci, Lady with an Ermine 

Andy Warhol, Marilyn Monroe, 1967   

Bieres De La Meuse



Grant Wood, American Gothic 1930 

Pablo Picasso, The old guitarist 1903

Frida Kahlo, Self portrait with Monkey 1938 

El greco, The fable

National Reconciliation Week 2020  
‘In This Together’

This week, Brunswick South Primary School 
is joining in the celebrations for National 
Reconciliation Week. Celebrating National 
Reconciliation Week is one of our Actions in 
our Reconciliation Acton Plan that was recently 
published through Reconciliation Australia. 

On Wednesday we were fortunate enough to 
have Rebecca Axford from the Wurundjeri Woi 
Wurrung Cultural Corporation live stream a 
very informative and engaging presentation, 
including reading ‘Welcome to Country’ by 
Aunty Joy Murphy. Hopefully your child was 
able to tune in! Rebecca has generously 
offered to answer additional questions and 
taught us some games that we will be able to 
play with the kids. Teachers have also strived 
to include more First Nations content than 
usual into the learning plans for the week.

There are 14 actions that we are beginning 
with for our Reconciliation Action Plan, so this 
is just the beginning! You can check out the 
BSPS Reconciliation Action Plan on the school 
website.

BSPS RAP
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